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Digitalization will increase the competitive edge of Polish economy
Poland as one of the leaders of Europe? This
can be possible on condition we make successful
use of the unique opportunity offered by digital
innovation. This is the primary conclusion of the
Report prepared for UPC Poland by Amarach
and Deloitte. In order to make this civilization
leap possible, we need a joint effort – apart from
activities of businesses, we need a coordinated
state policy supporting market consolidation and allowing for scale
indispensable for further investments, as well as effective regulations
supporting private sector investments in the development of new
generation networks. This is important as in terms of the reach of such
networks, Poland still lags behind the leading European countries.
Access to the global Net is one of the basic determinants of the levels
of digitalization. It not only translates into easier access to information,
culture and entertainment, but also stimulates the development of
entrepreneurship. The Report reveals that if Polish economy became
as digitalized as the Norwegian one, the number of unemployed
would drop by 270,000. Digitalization also means a higher GDP – it is
estimated that the increase in internet penetration by 10% translates
into an increase of GDP by 0.9-1.5%. If internet penetration in Poland
reached the levels of Great Britain (86%), Poland’s GDP would grow by
3%, only as a result of investments in the broadband market.
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But investments are not the only priority we are facing. The second
important factor allowing Poland to enter the ranks of leading
countries is the fight against digital exclusion which continues to
affect millions of Poles. The third priority is the need to provide local
businesses with balanced conditions for development in the age of
digitalized globalization.

9,5%
Possible share of Internet economy
in Polish GDP in 2020

270000 jobs
Total potential of the Polish
digital economy

PLN 200 billion
Possible contribution
of Digital economy
to the Polish economy by 2020

We encourage to undertake joint efforts, but we are not standing
by idly. Each year, UPC is investing 25% of its revenues in the
development of its network, thanks to which 70% of our customers
already use internet with speeds of at least 30 Mb/s and 2.5 million
households – i.e., close to 100% of our network, is within the reach
of 250 Mb/s internet. By developing our business offer, we are
also becoming partners to Polish businesses, supporting them in
developing modern services and products, and hence in shaping the
framework and conditions for the development of a digital economy.
But UPC is not the whole of Poland. That is why the road to make
the benefits of digitalization available to everybody is a long one.
Our Report is an attempt to define priorities and point directions of
activities to those who today hold the digital future of Poland in their
hands.
Patrycja Gołos
Public Policy & Corporate Affairs Director, UPC Poland
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Modern digital economy has become
indispensable for Europe’s economic development
and competitiveness in the globalized world.
In order to find its place among developed and
innovative countries, Poland must make use of
both the unlimited potential of digital solutions
as well as great opportunities offered by the
increasingly competitive European market.
We should focus on the growth of economic efficiency, enter new
markets, create high value added jobs and primarily, increase the living
standards of our citizens.
In order to accomplish this, Poland requires insightful and unified
actions of administrative institutions aimed at boosting innovative
digital solutions across all sectors of the economy. Equally important
is the removal of still existing barriers on the European market, to
create new opportunities for Polish businesses and for Europe’s
competitiveness.
A good example here is the joint work on the new legal framework
on personal data protection which has been conducted for the past
months. Single, pan-European regulations protecting the privacy of
citizens is good news both for consumers and businesses. Citizens will
be able to rely on more effective privacy protection required in the
digital reality, while businesses will have new possibilities guaranteed
by unified regulations for the single EU market. Let’s be clear – there
are no contradictions between privacy protection and business
activities. Guided by this approach, the Ministry for Administration
and Digitalization, as well as Polish representatives in the European
Parliament, work and will continue to work on unified, transparent and
balanced game rules. These rules can be summed up by conclusions
to the recent European Council meeting which recognized the key
importance of ‘fostering the trust of citizens and businesses towards
digital economy’.
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Another example of joint Polish-EU efforts
towards a strong, digital European economy are
talks, in which Poland plays a key role, on lower
VAT rates on e-books. The use of such a tax
stimulator will drive e-readership creating more
opportunities for European products and growth
perspectives for local businesses, allowing them
to compete with global players.
Europe’s digital potential, especially that of Poland, depends on
investments in modern telecommunication infrastructure. Once
again, the joining of forces and an insight into investments needs of a
single European market will allow to overcome market fragmentation,
support investments and effective competition between different
infrastructures.
In connection with conclusions to the report “Poland’s digital future
- foundations for the development of an innovative economy in the
age of globalization”, the establishment of a strong, competitive
and digital Poland will require hard work from all of us. Current and
future effective solutions applied by the Government will also entail a
coordinated European approach to consolidate the fragmented market
and release the full potential of the European digital economy.
Rafał Trzaskowski
Minister for Administration and Digitalization
Michał Boni
Minister for Administration and Digitalization in the years 2011-2013

The digital world is evolving. And is evolving
fast, right here in front of our eyes. None
of us can image a single day without a
telephone, computer or internet access. IT
and communication technologies became the
foundation of each sphere of our lives and a
driver of digital economy which carries great
challenges and opportunities, not only for the
telecommunication industry. However the coming years are especially
important or even breakthrough for our sector.
The issue underlying the debate on digital economy, building
broadband networks and expanding internet access, is the superior
goal of these activities: the creation of conditions for further
development of a competitive, modern economy and IT society.
New technologies help us in communication, change our habits and
through virtualization of networks, device-to-device communication,
internet of things and other intelligent solutions, create new qualities
for each venture. They provide each of us – end users, with the
opportunity to open to the world, develop, innovate and co-create
a new digital world. Modern technologies introduce new players into
the market and enable convergence between industries, causing the
need for new approaches to regulations.

However there is still a lot to be done. It is now the time to think about
challenges we are all facing: government, regulators and operators. It
is our duty to provide a new quality in communication which can even
be called the technology of leveling chances and make sure it reaches
all citizens for proper use. We must all undertake intensive activities.
The leaders should have the courage to introduce changes and shape
policies which drive investments indispensable for social and economic
development. Regulators should adjust to new realities requiring the
construction of broadband networks, expansion of internet access and
convergence of industries. Operators must invest in infrastructure,
development of new services and new business models. All of us
should also focus on the social impact of this new, digital reality. Each
of us has a job to be done.

Magdalena Gaj,
Chairperson, Office for Electronic Communication (NRA)

Poland’s experiences in these areas are valued and recognized on the
international arena. During the Global Symposium for Regulators held
in Warsaw in July 2013, we hosted hundreds of experts from across the
world, responsible for development strategies and regulations in the
ICT industry.
The fact that Poland was chosen as the host of the Symposium was
justified, among others, by the achievements in implementing mobile
internet. Poland is perceived as a courageous country, investing in
innovative solutions.
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Efficient use of digital technologies determines
the competitiveness of the segment of small and
medium companies in Poland. Already today,
businesses using new technologies effectively
lower costs related to the launch and growth
of enterprises and are also more active on
the Polish and international markets. However
making use of the full potential of internet
economy is not possible without developing awareness and digital
skills.
New technologies are changing our economy. The Ministry for
Economy is keeping pace with the changing landscape of modern
entrepreneurship. For example the Central Registration and
Information on Business tele-information system which has been
functioning since July 2011, allows to set up a company on-line in
15 minutes, without unnecessary formalities, from any place in Poland
or the world. We are also developing a Contact Point – an advanced
web site available at www.biznes.gov.pl. It provides step by step
information on how to register a company in a specific industry,
find data of relevant institutions, public registries functioning in
Poland and offers expert advice on conducting economic activities.

Hence I have the more pleasure to recommend the Report “Poland’s
Digital Future - foundations for the development of an innovative
economy in the age of globalization” which analyzes the influence of
digitalization on the Polish economy and society. Recommendations
presented in the Report point to possibilities of supporting growth of
the digital economy. I believe they will contribute to building of the
economic potential of Polish businesses basing on ICT technologies
and improvement of the quality of life of our citizens.

Executive Summary

Dariusz Bogdan,
Undersecretary of State, Ministry for Economy

We have also launched a special platform allowing for on-line
consultations (www.konsultacje.gov.pl). Thanks to this tool, citizens
can easily involve themselves in the legislation process and submit
their remarks to planned acts, e.g., suggesting simplifying of
regulations or reducing administrative burdens.
The Ministry for Economy recognizes the importance of the ability
to use digital tools by the society. We support activities towards
increasing safety in internet, propagate effective e-commerce
solutions, including those concerning on-line shopping. I am
convinced that businesses using digital tools are becoming
increasingly competitive with each day – both in Poland and abroad.
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Executive Summary
Seize the Future
In the past two decades, Poland has undertaken impressive structural
changes and reforms, both economic and social, allowing it to catch
up and become a modern, European country. Next to all that has
been achieved, new objectives will have to be met to further develop
and join the first league of European innovative countries ready to
compete in the new global context. To achieve such new challenges,
Poland will have to put futureproof digital policies at the center
of its planning in order to fully exploit the considerable social and
economic potential of digitization. Responding to the challenge of
digitization should be perceived by all stakeholders as a fundamental
requirement to ensure Poland’s continued modernization. A new
digital revolution is underway and Poland has no other choice but to
be part of it.

Poland’s progress towards the digital future is a “must have” to solve
many of the economic challenges we now face. Improving access to
higher broadband speeds, increasing the digital inclusion and ensuring
digital confidence opens up new opportunities for citizens, consumers,
employers and employees. By seizing the digital future, Poland can
secure a higher standard of living through faster economic growth, as
well as increasing employment through the creation of new jobs, new
services and new businesses.
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Our Surveys
To sense the great importance of digital solutions in today’s and
tomorrow’s Polish society, UPC Poland commissioned Amárach
Research and Deloitte to carry out two, parallel surveys in August 2013:
the first was an online survey comprising 1,000 adults aged 16 and
over, representative of Poland’s internet population; and the second
comprised a telephone and web survey of 201 IT decision-makers in
Poland’s SMEs and larger corporations, with quotas to ensure a crosssection of companies by size.
The Size of the Prize
The rewards for success will be considerable. As we explain in this
report, if Poland accelerates development of broadband infrastructure,,
then the Internet’s contribution to Polish economy will grow from about
3% of GDP at present to about 9.5% by 2020. That will equate to PLN
200Bn, creating new jobs and new businesses along the way. As for job
potential, raising the level of digitization in Poland to that of Norway
would reduce the numbers unemployed in Poland by over 270,000.
Life Online
Already, 2 in 3 adults use the Internet in Poland, up from fewer than
half of adults in 2007. The Internet is now a vital part of our everyday
lives, and shapes how we work, relax, learn and shop. Broadband
users spend over two hours online on a typical weekday, higher at the
weekend. Shopping and social networks are the most popular online
activities, while over half of adults already use the Internet at home
for work purposes, a percentage far more important than in other
European countries.

The Digital Consumer
Our survey of 1,000 consumers shows that the vast majority – 94%
– of Poland’s internet users are shopping online. The impact of digital
technology on the Poland’s consumer economy is significant – as
revealed in our report. The Polish e-commerce market is expected to
grow by over 20% in 2013. Books and clothing and footwear are the
biggest purchases, but virtually every retail category is now impacted
by digital technologies.
Some 80% or Internet users use the web to research products they
are interested in buying, but then buy them in local shops. It goes
the other way too: 70% Polish Internet users use their local shops to
research products they are interested in, but then buy them online,
often at significant cost savings. In other words, regardless of when
and how it is used, the internet became a key part of the buying
process.
Beyond shopping, the majority of Polish internet users agree that their
family life is better because of the internet. Furthermore, twice as
many agree they would not be able to do their job without the internet
as disagree.

The Digital Business
Poland’s digital revolution isn’t just good for consumers, it’s good
for business. Many businesses are well advanced in their adoption
of digital technology. In our survey of 201 businesses employing 2 or
more people (i.e.: excluding sole traders), we find that over a quarter
of businesses are using the internet for some form of eCommerce
(e.g.: selling, ordering supplies), while over a third are using the internet
to provide customer service (e.g.: customer feedback, handling queries
etc).

Polish businesses realize how the Internet is important for their
development growth as 74% of Polish Companies expect extra revenue
growth through the ‘right’ online strategy. And this is especially true
for SME’s as the highest revenue growth thanks to digital solutions are
expected in companies employing between 2 and 9 people
(+24% revenue growth expected).
75% rate the growth prospects for their firms to be good or very
good. Moreover, nearly half plan to recruit more staff over the next
two years. From this perspective, digital inclusion is becoming a
predominant factor with 55% stating that IT skills are important
or key in their recruitment process.

The Digital improvement
However, citizens and businesses also see gaps in the Polish digital
performance.
Half of businesses consider Poland’s digital infrastructure to be behind
that in leading nations, and the vast majority consider the engagement
of political decision makers with the digital agenda to be behind that
in other countries. A clear majority, 80% of business owners and
managers, consider further digitization to be key to Poland’s economic
prospects and nearly 60% businesses would like to see tax incentives
introduced to encourage investment in digital capacity.
From a consumer perspective, further NGN/NGA broadband roll-out
is recognized to be the main Polish lag. Besides, with 70% of Polish
internet users having a signed up connection below 30M, network
upgrades and investments in futureproof technologies are priority
aspects of further Polish digitization. And whereas Polish people who
are already connected use the internet in a rather intensive way
(2/3 of people listen to music or the radio via the internet on
a weekday, over 3/4 read newspapers online on a weekday and
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a majority watch videos on a weekday), the increase of the digital
inclusion will certainly stay a major factor of the digitization policies in
the years to come (further developed digital skills among population
considered as the first factor that will boost digital growth in the next
3 years); just as privacy and security, which become more and more
important for internet users (almost 50% of online users are worried
about the loss of privacy when using the internet).
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Recommendations
On the basis of the findings of the research, we set out ten
recommendations for policy makers and businesses to ensure the
fullest realisation of Poland’s digital potential. They include:

Macro perspective
Coordinated and unified pro-digitization strategy of all public
administrations
We recommend that policy makers and public administration
(including NRA, Ministry of Digitization, Competition Council, Ministry
of Economy) coordinate among each other and develop a holistic
strategy positive for investments. Each administration’s objectives
should not be in opposition with each other but rather oriented
towards a predefined and common strategy focusing on innovation
and digitization of the economy.
Efficient regulation maximizing private sector’s investments
in networks and ICT
We recommend that policy makers prioritize infrastructure
investments based on commercial business models. Regulatory
frameworks should be developed in such a way to maximize the
areas where commercial investments are profitable. In cooperation
with market players already investing in infrastructure, policy
makers should define frameworks based on predictability and on the
support of players whose business models are proven to be based on
investments in NGN/NGA infrastructure.
Promotion of an effective technological mix
To maximize the NGN/NGA broadband coverage, we recommend
that policy makers do not focus on one particular technology but
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promote different technologies in function of their cost efficiency in
the different geographical areas. Whereas FTTH or docsis 3.0 may be
the solution in some areas, LTE or even Satellite should be developed
in less densely populated areas. A wise usage and promotion of all the
technologies available on the market is the only way to reach the EU
Digital agenda objectives.

Wise usage of EU funds
We recommend that policy makers ensure that EU State Aids do not
undermine privately financed investments already made or planed in
the years to come. State aids should only be proposed in areas where
it is clear that no private funds based business model is possible. Aids
in areas where commercial solutions can be developed constitute a
threat for future private investments in networks and a waist of public
funds.

Micro perspective
New competition policy allowing local players for scale to
face global competition and develop valuable, innovative local
content and services
We recommend that policy makers define a new approach toward
competition allowing local players to grow and reach the needed
scale to face global competition and ensure innovative solutions to
its end-users. Policy makers should also acknowledge the constantly
growing competition between actors from historically different sectors
who today offer increasingly substitutable products in the internet
and media value chain while facing growing investment needs. For
these reasons, economies of scale and consolidations become key to

develop local content, further invest in infrastructure and efficiently
compete with global players. We recommend that policy makers
develop a balanced approach to both ensure competition and secure
local innovative companies.

Education to increase digital inclusion of polish SME businesses
Aside the different initiatives already existing to educate the
population, we recommend that policymakers, in cooperation with
market players, develop initiatives to educate Polish SME about the
potential of digital solutions for their businesses. Very small businesses
often do not have the needed knowhow to build on innovative digital
tools. Small businesses should therefore be guided and educated
about the potential digital solutions to increase competitiveness and
ensure their growth.
Fiscal incentives to promote digitization of local/small
businesses
Together with education, we recommend that policy makers support
the digitization of Polish SME by implementing a system of fiscal
incentives helping small players to implement innovative tools and
increase competitiveness. Such initiative can be compared with the
ecologic fiscal incentives developed in many EU Countries and allow
policy makers to use the fiscal system as leverage of economic growth
of local businesses.

Consumer perspective
Balanced data privacy framework focusing on education of
internet users
We recommend that policy makers ensure a balanced data privacy
framework based on trust to both secure privacy for consumers and
enable to realize the economic potential of the “big data”. To do so,

policy makers, market players and NGO’s should develop a win-win
approach towards private data based on transparency and end users’
education.

Digitization as a key tool for new modern social models
(work-life balance, population growth, flexible employment,
rural inclusion)
We recommend that policy makers use the digital potential to
modernize the social model and increase the social welfare. Policy
makers should promote digital tools as an enabler of flexibility in the
companies. Giving positive perspectives in terms of work-life balance,
the digital potential should be an essential part of key long-term
sustainable policies such as population growth and rural inclusion.
Education to increase the digital inclusion of internet users
We recommend that policy makers, in cooperation with market players
and NGOs, continue developing all kinds of initiatives to educate the
usage of digital devices to the population (especially the 50+). The
ability of using digital tools is indeed the third pillar need to realize the
digital potential among the population, together with the access to the
internet and the availability of local content.

We have much to gain from the digital future in terms of higher
standards of living, a better quality of life, improved consumer welfare,
greater business productivity and lower unemployment. This report
shows the road ahead to the digital future: together we must take the
next steps.
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Introduction

Introduction
Background
This report was commissioned by UPC to explore digital trends in
Poland among internet users — consumers and businesses — and to
identify new opportunities for economic growth and social change.
Poland’s economic growth has slowed down in 2013 , but is expected
to pick up over the rest of the decade1. However, higher growth rates
will be more assured if Poland embraces the full potential of digital
technology to improve business productivity and to open up new
consumer markets both in Poland and abroad.
Despite considerable achievements in recent years, Poland still faces
key structural challenges that must be addressed in order to deliver
sustainable growth and development in the coming years. Poland
is evolving from an economy previously reliant on low-value added
exports and ‘catch up’ consumer expenditure for growth, to one
that will be driven by higher-value added exports, fuelled by higher
productivity and greater competitiveness.
The current model is no longer possible to ensure sustainable growth.
Poland is currently facing the trap of medium-level income – the
economy will either lose its competitive advantage or undertake
profound and coordinated activities intended to shift the balance
of the economy towards knowledge-intensive and highly innovative
sectors, which generate higher added value.
According to the conclusions of the research ‘Towards a Competitive
Poland. How Can Poland Climb the World Economic League Table?’
conducted by the team of experts lead by Professor Jerzy Hausner –

1
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Economist Intelligence Unit: http://country.eiu.com/Poland

the former Minister of Economy and Labour– it is essential to change
the regulatory approach from ‘allowing companies to grow’ to ‘helping
companies to grow’ in order to boost Poland’s competitiveness2.
Enhancing their ability to compete on the global market demands
building up scale.
Poland ranks number 43 in the world in terms of the Global
Competitiveness Index3 , but only ranks number 102 in the world in
terms of the availability of latest technologies (one component of the
index). In effect, Poland will have to undertake a step change in order
to avoid possible stagnation. This step change will require a greater
role for information and communication technologies (ICTs), but will
not be exclusive to the ICT sector alone. Rather we will need to see
the digitization of the wider economy, supported by ICT tools and
technologies. In other words, ICTs will generate a multiplier effect in
the wider Polish economy beyond the specific contribution of digital
industries themselves.

The Digital Gap
The importance and benefits of being digitally connected and engaged
along with having access to high speed broadband services are
globally recognised. Given this there is growing interest in measuring
the performance of countries in terms of digital trends and their
economic and social impact.

2

Towards a Competitive Poland . How Can Poland Climb the World Economic League
Table?, edited by Prof. Jerzy Hausner, Cracow 2013

3

Global Competitiveness Index 2013-14: http://www.weforum.org/issues/global-competitiveness
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Figure 2: The Digital Gap – Poland vs 2020 Targets

From a European standpoint, the EU has identified a number of
Digital Agenda objectives (‘EU objectives’) aimed to “help reboot the
EU economy and enable citizens and businesses get the most out
of digital technologies”4. The Digital Agenda Scoreboard suggests
that Poland ranks among the bottom five nations within EU in terms
of digitization. There are some minor exceptions, e.g.: Poland’s high
penetration of mobile broadband – though unfortunately this is caused
by the low penetration of fixed broadband:

Digital Agenda for Europe
2020 Targets
Europe (2020 target)
100% Bring basic broadband to all by 2013
100% Ensure that all Europeans have access to much higher
Internet speeds of above 30 Mbps

Above EU Average

Below EU Average

Total shared fixed broadband coverage
Total (in % of households)
44%

New entrants’ share in fixed broadband subscriptions
Total (in % of fixed broadband subscriptions)

72%
19%

Households with broadband connection
All (in % of households)

67%

Enterprise with a fixed broadband connection
All (in % of enterprises)
DSL subscriptions share a fixed broadband
Total (in % of fixed broadband subscriptions)

4
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EU Digital Agenda scoreboard for Poland: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/
scoreboard/poland
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Poland (2012 actual)
69% Bring basic broadband to all by 2013

69%

Total NGA broadband coverage
Total (in % of households)

Fixed broadband take up
Total (in subscriptions per 100 people)

50% Ensure that 50% or more of European households
subscribe to Internet connections above 100 Mbps

77%
43%

Source: European Commission, Digital Agenda Sourceboard

Figure 1: Poland in an EU Context
Country Profile for Poland, Broadband (Supply and Take-Up) Indicators

11%
1%

Ensure that all Europeans have access to much higher
Internet speeds of above 30 Mbps
Ensure that 50% or more of European households
subscribe to Internet connections above 100 Mbps

It is very important for Poland to close the digital gap with the rest
of Europe in order to drive growth and job creation. The ‘prize’ for
doing so is significant. For example, it has been estimated that a
10% increase in broadband penetration results in an increase in GDP
growth of between 0.9% and 1.5%5. If broadband penetration in Poland
(67%) rose to that of the United Kingdom (86%), then Poland’s GDP
growth could increase by up to 3% just as a result of the investment
5

Re-Thinking the Digital Agenda for Europe: http://www.libertyglobal.com/ir-publicpolicy.html

in broadband alone. Further digitization of the country will be a key
building block for growth of the Polish economy. For this reason, it is of
such importance that policy makers make the right analysis and apply
the most appropriate tools to allow the Polish digital potential to be
fully exploited.
International targets and comparisons are an important indicator
of Poland’s progress. There have been several efforts to gauge the
progress of nations towards the digital future. The good news is that
Poland is catching up with its EU counterparts, or even overtaking
them, as well as performing well globally. For example, Poland is ahead
of countries like Germany when it comes to fibre broadband adoption6.
Average broadband speeds in Poland are now ahead of those in
France, Spain and Italy7. On the other hand, Poland only ranks 49th in
the World Economic Forum’s Networked Readiness Index8.
Poland therefore has some way to go in terms of securing the
maximum benefits for its citizens and businesses from digital
technology9. One indication of the ‘digital gap’ is measured by Booz
& Company’s Digitization Score10. Their measure is a composite index,
derived from national data for the ubiquity of digital services and
products, affordability, usage and broadband speeds etc. Although
Poland scores well in terms of its Digitization Score – putting it in the

6

OECD broadband statistics: http://www.oecd.org/sti/broadband/broadband-statisticsupdate.htm

7

Akamai State of the Internet: http://www.akamai.com/stateoftheinternet/

8

WEF Networked Readiness Index 2013: http://www.weforum.org/issues/global-information-technology

9

Eurobarometer E-Communications Household Survey 2012: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/eb_special_399_380_en.htm#381

10

Booz & Co: http://www.booz.com/global/home/what-we-think/reports-white-papers/
article-display/maximizing-impact-digitization and http://www.strategy-business.com/
media/file/00127-Digitization-and-Prosperity.pdf
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advanced group of countries among the 150 surveyed – there is clearly
room for improvement.
The crux of the Digitization Score is that it shows a clear relationship
between higher scores and higher economic growth – and lower
unemployment. The Booz analysis of the links between digitization and
the wider economy shows that among digitally advanced countries
like Poland, every 10 point increase in digitization scores increases
GDP per capita by 0.62%. Furthermore, an increase of 10 points in
digitization reduces a nation’s unemployment rate by 0.84%. To put
this in context, raising Poland’s digitization score to that of Norway
(about 20 points higher) could reduce the numbers unemployed

in Poland11 by over 270,00012. To be clear, there is no one, simple
measure to boost Poland’s Digitization Score. Progress towards a level
such as Norway’s will require consistent progress across a range of
contributing factors, including infrastructure, affordability, skills and
usability.

11

Source: http://www.tradingeconomics.com/poland/unemployment-rate

12

August 2013 unemployment rate = 13.1%; increase in digitisation score = 2 x 0.84%
percentage point reduction in unemployment rate = 13.1% - 1.68% = 11.4%.
if 2.1 million unemployed then reduction = 273,000.

Figure 3: The e-Intensity Index
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The Digital Multiplier
How do we measure the scale of the opportunity? Perhaps the
most useful in terms of sizing the prize for digital success is Boston
Consulting Group’s analysis of and forecasts for the Internet
Economy13. The chart below shows their perceptions of Poland mapped
in terms of GDP per capita versus the BCG e-Intensity Score. The latter
measures each country’s level of enablement (the amount of Internet
infrastructure that it has in place), expenditure (the amount of money
spent on online retail and online advertising), and engagement (the
degree to which businesses, governments and consumers are involved
with the Internet). Several aspects of which have been explored in this
report. Poland is what they call a ‘Nascent Native’, i.e.: a country on
the cusp of significant digital take off when it comes to the Internet
Economy:
Broadly speaking there is a positive impact on GDP per capita from
increased e-Intensity. Moreover, the Internet Economy in the G20
economies surveyed by BCG is expected to nearly double by 2016,
growing at a far faster rate than G20 GDP over the same period.
Indeed, the Internet Economy’s share of total GDP for ‘Nascent Natives’
like Poland will rise from less than 3.0% of GDP to nearer 5.0% by
2016. Most of the increase in the Internet Economy is expected to
come from an increase in online consumer spending: a trend already
evident in Poland, as we will see in the in this report.
Looking further ahead, a report by Deloitte projects that the share of
the Internet Economy in Poland’s GDP could grow to 9.5% by 202014,
and possibly higher if a more dynamic path is followed. Using the
International Monetary Fund’s forecasts for Polish GDP, then the value
13

BCG: https://www.bcgperspectives.com/content/articles/media_entertainment_strategic_planning_4_2_trillion_opportunity_internet_economy_g20/

14

Deloitte: http://www.deloitte.com/assets/Dcom-Poland/Local%20Assets/Documents/
Raporty,%20badania,%20rankingi/The_impact_of_the_accelerated_development_
of_broadband_ENG.pdf

2010 GDP per capita ($ thousands)

Sources: Economist Intelligence Unit, Międzynarodowy Fundusz Walutowy, ITU; Speedtest.net; Gartner; Ovum; Bank Światowy, Pyramid Research, ONZ. Note: The scores of several
countries are estimates based on incomplete data.
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Of course, not all adults in Poland - or all businesses - use the
internet. Two thirds of Polish people are online, but one third
are not. Therefore the research we present in this report only
relates to the online majority. Clearly it is important for Poland
that those who are offline at the moment, but who want to be
online, have the opportunity to do so. We hope that the findings
in this report will encourage Polish citizens, businesses and
authorities to help close the digital gap between Poland and the
European average.
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of Poland’s Internet Economy will comfortably exceed PLN 200 billion
by the end of the decade15.

The Digital Future
How will Poland exploit the digital potential? To answer that question,
we surveyed 1,000 Polish internet users and 201 Polish businesses in
July 2013 to find out what Polish consumers and business leaders are
doing right now to ensure that Poland will become a digital leader in
Europe in the years ahead. Our analysis of the survey’s results allowed
us to propose series of recommendations for policy makers and
market players to help Polish society and Polish economy to fully grasp
the digital opportunity.

Recommendations
On the basis of the findings of the research, we set out ten
recommendations for policy makers and market players to
ensure a full and efficient usage of the Polish digital potential. The
recommendations are woven throughout the text in order to drawn
actionable connections from the research findings. They include:
• Ensure a coordinated and unified pro-digitization strategy of all
public administrationsdigitization
• Ensure efficient regulation maximizing private sector’s investments
in networks and ICT
• Promote an effective technological mix that will meet Poland’s
diverse needs

• Use EU funds wisely to avoid crowding out private investment in
digital infrastructure.
• Focus on education to increase digital inclusion of polish SME
businesses
• Provide fiscal incentives to promote digitization of local/small
businesses
• Ensure balance data privacy framework focusing on education of
internet users
• Promote digitization as a key tool for new modern social models
(work-life balance, population growth, flexible employment, rural
inclusion)
• Use digital education to increase the digital inclusion among internet
users and non-users.
This report, summarising the key findings from both surveys, is set out
in three sections:
1. Connected Society, Connected Economy
— a look at the remarkable changes already underway in how people
are embracing digital technology to improve their lives and their
business performance
2. Domestic Innovation, Global Competition
— an exploration of how Polish businesses, with the support of
Polish consumers, can survive and thrive in a demanding global
marketplace

• Adopt a competition policy that allows local players to gain scale
to face global competition and develop valuable local content and
services

3. Poland’s Digital Future
— a look ahead to the benefits of the digital opportunities that lie
ahead, focusing on the key recommendations arising from this
report for Poland’s economy, businesses and consumers.

MF World Economic Outlook April 2013 database: forecasts Polish GDP = PLN
2,144bn, current prices, 2018 x 9.5% = PLN 204bn. http://www.imf.org/external/ns/
cs.aspx?id=28

We hope you find the results interesting and that they inspire you
to consider how you too can play a part in securing Poland’s digital
future.
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1 | Connected Society,
   Connected Economy
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Comment

What does this mean and why is it so important?
Why is an audio book bought online better than
the same book acquired in a traditional bookstore?
Let’s look at this issue not from the perspective of one book, but, for
example, the whole market of textbooks. A set of new textbooks for
one student costs several hundred zlotys per year (luckily some of
the textbooks can be used several times), out of which only part of
the cost covers the preparation of the textbook, its edition, price of
the paper, printing, covers and distribution. There is no doubt that the
price of an e-textbook should be substantially lower, even taking into
account all indirect costs. The replacement of traditional textbooks
with e-versions could save parents, let’s say, half a billion zlotys a year,
not to mention saving trees, printing paint, gasoline and even time and
stress related to seeking out required textbooks in classic bookstores.
Someone may say that this would mean the fall of the whole market
of textbooks! That’s true, companies which would insist on continuing
to print paper textbooks will at some time lack buyers and get into
trouble. However those publishing houses which will see that times
are changing and will adjust to new trends have better chances, even
of increasing profits. The value of textbooks does not derive from the
price of paper or gasoline, but from their substantive value. Well yes,
someone else would say, but the use of paper and gasoline will drop.
That’s true, but should we worry about that when students will still
receive a set of textbooks? And this is what internet-based economy
is all about: we receive the same thing, but cheaper. This half a billion
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zlotys of annual savings can be spent by parents on other needs. This
is the amount by which other markets will grow: maybe of historic
or cooking books which up to now parents could not afford? Or the
food market if they spend part of the savings on additional meals in
restaurants? And this means… increasing the level of affluence!
Should we then worry about the fate of some publishing houses?
Certainly, especially if employees may, at least for some time, lose their
jobs. But this looks completely different from the longer perspective.
Are we worried today about the fate of hundreds of manufactories
producing oil lamps, the production of which became obsolete with
the introduction of electricity? Internet, just as electricity, changes the
landscape of economy and this is just the beginning of the revolution.
The government should support all activities towards increasing
digitalization, as we sometimes call the above phenomenon, not
only because it increases the levels of prosperity, but also drives the
country’s innovation and competitiveness on the international market.
Innovation is the best possible export product and the country’s
competitiveness measured against, among others, the costs of
conducting business activities, is the indispensable condition for rapid
development of economy, i.e., increasing prosperity.

Dariusz Nachyła
Senior advisor, Deloitte Poland

Life Online
Broadband access in Poland has grown broadly in step with the EU as
a whole:

Figure 5: Time Spent Online – Weekdays vs Weekend

Figure 4: Broadband Penetration — % of Households
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Though Poland continues to lag a little behind the EU average, those
who are online in Poland are already embracing the full potential
of broadband and digital technologies. For a considerable group of
computer owners, Internet constitutes the main purpose of computer
usage. Only 5% of computer users lack of Internet access, which
shows constantly increasing demand for access to the Internet, in
comparison with 50% in 2009 and 15% in 20031. Among those with
broadband in our survey of 1,000 adults, we found that more than half
of all Polish people are spending 3 or more hours per day online at the
weekend:

The most popular online content are those relating to search,
shopping and news, while banking and viewing videos are also quite
popular. Of course, one of the largest drivers of broadband – and
fastest growing – is the viewing of video, films and television content
over the web.
Such heavy usage puts pressure on broadband bandwidth. Only 13% of
broadband users in our survey said they had signed up to a broadband
service delivering a speed of 3 mbps or more, but 20% said that their
service speed is 3 mbps or less. According to the Office of Electronic
Communication the number of broadband service delivering a speed
of 10 mbps or more increased by 60% between 2011 and 2012.
However, the global share of broadband service faster than 30 mbps
constitutes less than 10% of the market2. When we consider that the
majority of Polish broadband users have 3 or more users in their
2

1

Week day

Source: Social Diagnosis 2013

Telecommunications Market in 2012 Report; Office of the Electronic Communication;
Warsaw 2013; p. 4, 13.
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51%

household and tend to use more than one device to access Internet3,
such low speeds are bound to limit their usage of the internet — now
and in the future. The following chart shows the development of the
fixed broadband speed according to the response of the surveyed
consumers4.

Banking

71%

Shopping online

37%

Figure 7: Changing Broadband Speeds in Poland
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Although most users are reasonably happy with their internet speeds,
it is most likely that users do not perceive the need for speed related
to future digital solutions they will be willing to use once available.
This also highlights the need for ongoing investment in network
upgrades for internet users, alongside improving access to the
internet in areas with only limited access.
Improving the NGN/NGA roll-out and the Internet quality will have a
key impact on the Polish economy. One of the biggest benefits of a
shift to a digital economy will be in terms of workforce productivity.
Already, the survey show that Polish people above other European
countries in terms of teleworking. Drawing on similar surveys by
Liberty Global in other European markets, we see that just over half of
Polish internet users use the internet at home in relation to their work,
more so than in Belgium (37%), Ireland (34%) and the Netherlands
(27%).

2011
2009
2007

Polish people mainly use it to access email and diaries, and to work on
reports or presentations. When asked if their broadband speed was
sufficient to work at home, one third said it isn’t (higher among those
with lower broadband speeds).
The use of digital technology to support more flexible working
arrangements such as home working is a vital step on the road to
the digital economy. Moreover, access to better and faster broadband
speeds in rural areas in Poland will help close the gap between urban
and rural communities, and even to prevent or possibly reverse the
trend for educated young people to leave for the larger cities because
the type of work they want is not available locally.

3 Social Diagnosis 2013. Objective and Subjective Quality of Life in Poland; Edited by:
Tomasz Czapiński, Tomasz Panek; Warsaw 2013, p. 336.
4 Ibid., p. 330.
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to make educational choices matching with local labour market
demands5. Digital technology can and will bring Poland’s urban and
rural areas closer together, raising standards of living and reducing
unemployment, especially for young people outside of the cities.

Figure 8: Use of Internet to Work from Home
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According to the conclusions of the report ‘Entrepreneurship- internetgrowth’ conducted by demosEuropa, infrastructure is one of the
most challenging problems of the Polish labour market, affecting
workers mobility and resulting in the shortage of workers in urban
agglomerations. By providing the knowledge about the labour
market, the internet may also be of help in allowing young people
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— The environmental impact of reduced demand for commuting
— Higher levels of productivity due to reduced commuting hours
— Better work-life balance for employees and their families
— Greater flexibility in relation to working arrangements,
including maternity leave and childcare requirements
— Reduced pressure on city office space, reducing the need for
additional construction and limiting increases in business costs
such as rent
Of course, none of this is inevitable. It requires planning, investment
and delivery of better and faster services. There will not be a simple,
‘one size fits all’ technological solution to the digitization of Poland’s
urban and rural areas. Different types of locations will require different
combinations of technologies to meet the needs of local populations6.
Just as there is no single technology solution for every location in
Poland, nor is there a single policy solution either. According to the
‘National Broadband Plan’ – an Internet access roadmap document
prepared by the Ministry of Administration and Digitization – the total
cost of building and upgrading broadband infrastructure in Poland is

5

P. Świeboda, R. Petru, Entrepreneurship – Internet – Growth. The Key to the Next Stage
of Poland’s Modernisation., demosEUROPA – Centre for European Strategy, Warsaw,
September 2012, p. 14

6

See ‘Re-Thinking the Digital Agenda for Europe, WIK Consult: http://www.libertyglobal.
com/ir-public-policy.html
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estimated at PLN17.2 Bn7. The estimates are based on technological
mix. Focusing only on FTTH will more than double the cost.

we find that over a quarter of businesses are using the internet for
some form of eCommerce (e.g.: selling, ordering supplies), while
over a third are using the internet to provide customer service
(e.g.: customer feedback, handling queries etc):

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N

Education to increase digital inclusion
of polish SME businesses

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N

Promotion of an effective technological mix
To maximize the NGN/NGA broadband coverage, we recommend
that policy makers do not focus on one particular technology but
promote different technologies in function of their cost efficiency
in the different geographical areas. Whereas FTTH or docsis 3.0
may be the solution in some areas, LTE or even Satellite should
be developed in less densely populated areas. A wise usage and
promotion of all the technologies available on the market is the
only way to reach the EU Digital agenda objectives.

Connected Businesses
Of course, any benefits from consumer and employee use of digital
technologies assumes that businesses will be able and willing to
provide such technologies and the products and services they enable.
As with Polish consumers, Polish businesses lag the EU on some
measures; are equal on others and even ahead on some.
However, our survey reveals the growing incidence of online activity by
Poland’s businesses. Nor is the use of the internet by businesses is not
confined to selling. It can be used for purchasing online from suppliers,
and for delivering customer service as well. In our survey of 201
businesses employing 2 or more people (i.e.: excluding sole traders),
7

Figure 9: Use of eCommerce & Online Support
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Aside the different initiatives already existing to educate the
population, we recommend that policymakers, in cooperation
with market players, develop initiatives to educate Polish SME
about the potential of digital solutions for their businesses. Very
small businesses often do not have the needed knowhow to build
on innovative digital tools. Small businesses should therefore
be guided and educated about the potential digital solutions to
increase competitiveness and ensure their growth.

65%

Base: all polish companies – 201

That said, the vast majority are not doing either online right now. It’s
partly a matter of educating Polish businesses about the benefits of
going digital (and the costs of not doing so). According to the World
Competitiveness Index, Polish businesses rank number 114 in the world
in terms of firm-level technology absorption – so clearly there is a long
way to go before businesses have exploited the full potential of the
transition to a digital way of working.

Figure 10: Scale of Homeworking in Firms that support
homeworking
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Although a majority of employees in our survey use the internet to
do work at home, only one fifth of firms have staff who work from
home some or all of the time. This rises to a third of the largest firms
(employing 250+ staff) in our survey. Where staff do work from home,
they typically do so for 3 days per week (n.b.: small base):
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But Poland’s businesses are applying digital technology internally,
especially in relation to their staff. The average firm in our survey
provides internet access to 64% of its staff, while 60% of firms allow
their staff to use the internet for personal purposes.
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Looking to the future, there is certainly evidence of a strong dynamic
in Polish firms to facilitate home working - though by no means is this
universal. If anything, it is those firms who already support staff to
work from home who seem intent on embracing it further. Curiously,
our survey shows that expectations for more staff working from home
are highest among the smallest firms as well as the largest firms.
A new economic model is emerging in Poland. Traditionally,
employment and growth was tied to location - most businesses were in
cities, so most new jobs were created in the cities. The emergence of
the digital economy, however, points to a new economic model that is
now taking shape.

Narodowy Plan Szerokopasmowy, Ministerstwo Administracji i Cyfryzacji, Warsaw
03.10.2013, p. 60.
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The demographic impact of digitization could turn out to be one
of the biggest surprises – and benefits – from Poland’s successful
progress towards the digital future. For example, more flexible
working arrangements could benefit Poland’s rural communities,
reversing migration trends that have de-populated many parts of the
country in recent years. Nor do the benefits stop there: more flexible
arrangements especially for young women could support work-life
balance solutions and even increase Poland’s birth rate at a time when
many households and young couples feel constrained by income and
employment pressures.

digitization, ranging from better employment prospects for people
with disabilities, to greater income equality between urban and rural
areas, to the emergence of a new generation of digital entrepreneurs
and globally successful companies.

2 | Domestic Innovation,
   Global Competition

Of course, 2030 is a long way away in the future, and some of
the growth rate assumptions behind the forecasts may prove too
optimistic. But commercial realities in 2013 and 2014 also tell us that
there are more immediate opportunities for Polish businesses to
reap real economic benefits from successful digitization, driven by
innovation and greater competitiveness – the themes of our next
section.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N

Digitization as a key tool for new modern social
models (work-life balance, population growth,
flexible employment, rural inclusion)
We recommend that policy makers use the digital potential to
modernize the social model and increase the social welfare.
Policy makers should promote digital tools as an enabler of
flexibility in the companies. Giving positive perspectives in terms
of work-life balance, the digital potential should be an essential
part of key long-term sustainable policies such as population
growth and rural inclusion.

Poland’s new economic model also promises to create a new and
better social model as well as Poland’s economy and society evolves to
an era of smart growth and smart wellbeing. A recent report by Cisco
painted just one picture of how Poland might look in 2030 thanks
to successful investment in Poland’s digital future. The report, and
others like it, foresee many positive social and economic benefits from
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Comment
An increasing number of data-based products
and services. The Digital economy is driven by
data, that is why data and competencies in their
use are becoming an increasingly important
factor in competitive supremacy. Better use
of data may serve towards the increase of
quality and efficiency of offered solutions and
their better adjustment to user requirements,
thanks to personalization. These possibilities will increase with the
development of technologies enabling gathering and exchange of
even bigger sets of information. The coming years will bring a fast
growth of the number of devices which will communicate with each
other creating the so-called internet of things, the development of
smart grids, and perhaps we ourselves will be carrying much more
appliances gathering data (wearable computers).
However the increasing possibilities of gathering and using data
offer not only advantages and opportunities for the economy, but
are also the source of potential threats and abuses. Almost half of
internet users in Poland worry about the loss of privacy in internet.
The biggest barriers for the development of data-based economy
are related to anxieties about privacy and threats of potential abuse.
Each case of such abuse undermines confidence towards companies
and institutions gathering data and lowers the willingness to share
data. However some of the fears are exaggerated. This is because the
media frequently present an overly sensational and false perspective.
Information concerning gathering data and services which use such
data is accompanied by such expressions as “spying”, ”surveillance”
and other negative terms. Media messages present businesses
which offer services and content for free in exchange for data,
allowing to better adjust advertising, not as providers of services
and value for users, but as those who want to use consumers (sell to
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advertisers). This practically automatic attribution of bad intentions
derives from low social confidence and confidence to institutions in
Poland. Developing data-based solutions in an environment of low
confidence requires the fulfillment of a number of conditions. First
of all, protection of data and communicating benefits related to their
use. Users should also know which of their data is gathered, what
happens to it, where and how it is used. They should have control and
the possibility of removing such data. Users should also have a choice,
e.g., the possibility of using paid services without the need to provide
data. The existence of clear principles concerning the possibility of
sharing data among businesses is also be an important factor. Also the
issue of differentiating offers for various customers basing on their
data, e.g., insurance, could also require regulations. Such a practice
could be discriminatory, but on the other hand, it is something which
is already taking place (e.g., in the case of credit offers). To sum up, the
development of data-based products and services requires confidence
from users. And one of the important conditions of this confidence is
transparency of gathering data and their use.

Digital Shopping
One of the most important long-term drivers of Poland’s digital
economy will be the growth of online transactions by Polish
consumers. According to the survey conducted by Internet Standard
and IDG Poland, almost 60% of surveyed e-commerce entrepreneurs
are looking forward to see their net profits grow in 20131. That
conclusion is also confirmed by the market predictions, expecting
the Polish e-commerce market to grow dynamically by 20% in 20132.
Already, the vast majority – 94% – of Poland’s internet users shop
online, with very little variation by demographic group or region:

Figure 11: % Ever Purchased Online
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Several categories dominate online shopping in Poland, specifically
clothing and books. However, large minorities of Polish consumers
purchase in other categories as well, ranging from cosmetics to
groceries:

Figure 12: Products Purchased Online in Past 6 Months
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1

EcommerceStandard. Step ahead of the competition; Warsaw 2013; p.2, 35.

2

Treasury Ministry, Poland: http://msp.gov.pl/portal/en/88/4005/
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In fact, Polish consumers are slightly more likely to shop online than
the EU average3. A key enabler of online shopping is internet banking.
Again, this is very popular among online users in Poland – at 85% of
all connected adults – with comparatively little difference by gender,
age or region. However, it should be pointed out that among all Polish
people above the age of 16 (not only the connected ones), only 32%4
declare using online banking. These two figures show, on one hand,
how Polish people are keen for using online banking solutions and, on
the other hand, the important work that is still to do to get a greater
amount of the population connected.
From this perspective, it is also of great interest to notice that among
all the Polish people having a bank account, between 84% and 86%5
of people between 18 and 34 years have an online bank account.

Figure 13: Incidence of Online Activities
Shopping online
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Paying bills online
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For the internet economy to reach its full potential in Poland it
must grow in all three economic sectors: consumer, business and
government. However, our research shows a much lower level of
engagement with government departments and tax authorities online
compared to other activities such as shopping and banking online:

Base: All Polish Internet users – 1,000
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3

Eurobarometer Survey on distance shopping: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/flash_arch_344_330_en.htm#332

4

Eurostat 2012 figures

5

“The paying habits of Polish People” - National Bank of Poland – May 2013

Figure 14: Use of Online Banking
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Among all consumers saying they do not using e-government tools,
even though 79% state it is because they do not need it, it is most
likely that the real reason behind is the lack of advertised and efficient
online tools. From this perspective, despite the already existing efforts,
there is still a long way to go for public administrations to fully exploit
the digital potential in public services.
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Of course, online interaction with government and businesses will tend
to grow if there are more opportunities to transact online. Currently
some 8 out of 10 internet users say they receive or pay bills online –
though 1 in 5 don’t. Looking ahead, a sizeable proportion of those who
don’t receive or pay bills online would like to in the future – though
more don’t. This suggests that there is still some ‘pent up’ demand
for online bill payment – business or state-related – that could further
drive internet usage in the future:
We should not presume, however, that consumers are simply
interested in paying bills and buying products online. Many use the
internet to learn about better deals – even if eventually they buy
a product or service offline. The vast majority of Poland’s internet
users are already using the internet to make better choices:

Moreover, Polish consumers are very happy to combine online and
offline research and shopping behaviours. 8 in 10 research products
online and then buy offline; while 7 in 10 research offline and then
buy online. The latter group are a growing problem for retailers who
increasingly find themselves to be victims of ‘showrooming’, i.e.:
a situation whereby consumers will try out clothes and other products
in a shop, but order it online to save money.
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It is important, however, to keep our findings in context. The ‘death
of the high street’ is not around the corner. Certainly, there are a
number of categories – such as electrical goods and movies – where
the majority of Polish internet users prefer to shop online. But in other
categories – such as clothing and groceries – substantially higher
proportions prefer to shop offline in shops themselves.

20%

73%

Books

Perfumes/cosmetics

24%

Electronic goods (343)

Flowers (57)*

62%

14%

No preference

Travel/hotel bookings (212)

Base: All Polish Internet users – 1,000
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Books (428)

Medical/helath products (223)

5%
Always

Clothing /footwear (552)

Perfumes/cosmetics (393)

Figure 16: Researching Offline, Buying Online

Figure 18: Preferences for Polish Websites vs International
Websites

Online

Electrical goods (395)

14%
Figure 15: Use of Internet to Find Better Deals

Figure 17: Preferences for Buying Online vs Offline

This may be a source of some relief to Poland’s retailers, but it should
not be assumed that Polish websites will be the big winners from a
shift to online spending. Certainly, our research shows that the vast
majority of Polish consumers prefer to buy on Polish websites in most
categories. But significant minorities of consumers prefer to shop on
international sites or a mix of both types:

Sometimes consumers have no choice but to buy a particular
product or service from an international site. If Polish people usually
prefer to buy on local sites, one must still ensure that local players
have the needed choice of products and/or contents so as to be
able to compete with global players. Indeed, Polish companies do
not necessarily have the sufficient scale to compete online with
international competitors. From this perspective, it is key for Polish
policy makers to approach the competition issues from a new, global
perspective to allow local entities be able to compete.
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Figure 19: TV Consumption via Alternative Services
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1%

17%

14%
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23%
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28%
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20%
18%
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Figure 20: Willingness to Purchase from Polish Website if Available

25%
30%

Netherlands (942)
Poland (932)

The figures below confirm the great need for a new approach to
competition. Indeed, Liberty Global’s research in the Netherlands,
Belgium, Ireland and Poland shows that Poland’s digital consumers
are particularly keen for new, global online applications that compete
directly with local media and telecommunication companies.

8%

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N

New competition policy allowing local players
for scale to face global competition and develop
valuable, innovative local content and services
We recommend that policy makers define a new approach toward
competition allowing local players to grow and reach the needed
scale to face global competition and ensure innovative solutions
to its end-users. Policy makers should also acknowledge the
constantly growing competition between actors from historically
different sectors who today offer increasingly substitutable
products in the internet and media value chain while facing
growing investment needs. For these reasons, economies of scale
and consolidations become key to develop local content, further
invest in infrastructure and efficiently compete with global
players. We recommend that policy makers develop a balanced
approach to both ensure competition and secure local innovative
companies.

84%

Yes
No
Don’t know

*Caution – small base size
Base: All who said no Polish website available for product - 119

The challenge for Polish businesses seeking to sell online to Polish
consumers will be to ensure that international sites do not increase
their share of spending as the overall level of spending online grows in
Poland.

However, if consumers have the option of buying from a Polish site, the
vast majority said they would prefer to do so:
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The Size of the Prize
Poland is experiencing one of the fastest rates of growth in B2C
ecommerce in Europe. However, growth is from a low base, with online
sales accounting for just 3.8% of total retail sales in Poland (on a par
with Spain):

Nevertheless, the value of online spending by Polish consumers is set
to grow strongly over the next few years, and at a faster rate than total
consumer spending. The United Kingdom points the way in terms of
future growth potential, with online sales expected to reach 22% of
total retail sales by 20186.

Figure 21: Online Sales as Percentage of All Retail Sales

The total value of ecommerce in Poland is expected to reach PLN
26.1bn in 2013, or more than 4% of total retail sales7. At the present
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rate of growth, the value of online spending will more than double in
the next 4-5 years, rising to more than PLN 50bn by 2018.
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Future Impact
Beyond shopping, we are already seeing major impacts from the
internet on daily life. For example, the majority of Polish internet users
agree that their family life is better because of the internet. Twice as
many agree they would not be able to do their job without the internet
as disagree.
The chart shows that large majorities already agree that the internet
is already having positive impacts on Polish society, e.g.: by reducing
inequality between rural areas and cities, and by supporting economic
growth and job creation. There are some negative perceptions too,
of course. Significant majorities agree, for example, that they worry
about the loss of privacy online, and have related concerns about the
security of online transactions.

Figure 22: Agreement with Future Technology Impacts
Strongly
disagree
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Centre for Retail Research: http://www.retailresearch.org/retail2018.php

7

Treasury Ministry, Poland: http://msp.gov.pl/portal/en/88/4005/

59
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Moreover, the growing economic value of ‘digital identity’ (defined
as the sum of all digitally available information about an individual)
means that a growing share of ecommerce sales and tax revenues
will come from the digital economy. The Boston Consulting Group
estimates that the value to businesses and governments from digital
identity will be worth €330 billion in 2020 across the European Union8.
However, consumers, businesses and governments have still to
come to terms with the implications of ‘big data’, data protection
and privacy in the digital age. Realising the full economic potential of
digital identity will require that businesses and governments reassure
consumers about the real benefits that the digital economy will
deliver. It is therefore key to increase the Polish people awareness
about both the risks and opportunities related to personal data online.
Such education would create a “win-win” scenario with, on one hand,
end-users having the possibility to manage their personal data in
total awareness and, on the other hand, businesses being able to
transparently leverage on the great potential of online data.
A large majority of Polish internet users expect that the evolution of
digital technologies in Poland will have mainly positive benefits. Most
expect to enjoy a better quality of life thanks to faster internet speeds.
Majorities and large minorities even anticipate that people won’t
have to work abroad since work will be brought to them, indeed they
anticipate that people may no longer need to commute to work either.

8

Base: All Polish Internet users – 1,000

The Value of Our Digital Identity, BCG: http://www.libertyglobal.com/ir-public-policy.
html
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Balanced data privacy framework focusing on
education of internet users
We recommend that policy makers ensure a balanced data
privacy framework based on trust to both secure privacy for
consumers and enable to realize the economic potential of the
“big data”. To do so, policy makers, market players and NGO’s
should develop a win-win approach towards private data based
on transparency and end users’ education.

Figure 24: Business Perceptions of Poland’s Digital Ranking

Figure 23: Likelihood of Future Technology Developments
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And whereas Polish people who are already connected use the
internet in a rather intensive way (2/3 of people listen to music or
the radio via the internet on a weekday, over 3/4 read newspapers
online on a weekday and a majority watch videos on a weekday), the
increase of the digital inclusion will certainly stay a major factor of the
digitization policies in the years to come (further developed digital
skills among population considered as the first factor that will boost
digital growth in the next 3 years).
The picture that emerges from our survey is that Polish consumers
are already embracing the benefits of the internet in terms of more
competitive prices and innovative new services. And they look set to
embrace further change when it comes.
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Supply Side Realities
Securing the full benefits of the digital future will, however, demand
more than just the enthusiasm of Poland’s consumers. The business
decision makers that we surveyed for this report are aware of certain
obstacles to realise the full potential of the future.
Most businesses think that Polish consumers are on par or close
behind the leading digital nations when it comes to accepting digital
offerings from businesses. Likewise, most consider the digital business
models in use in Poland to be close to or on a par with the leading
models in use elsewhere.
However, there are gaps: half consider Poland’s digital infrastructure to
be behind that in leading nations, and the vast majority consider the
engagement of political decision makers with the digital agenda to be
behind that in other countries. Provided the size and the density of the
country, it is acknowledged that the full realization of the EU objectives
in terms of infrastructure coverage is also related to the availability
and efficient usage of EU funds. This aspect is of particular importance
provided the ongoing discussions about the 2014-2020 budgetary
perspective.
According to the ‘National Broadband Plan’ we already referred to
above, out of the total cost of building and upgrading broadband
infrastructure in Poland estimated at PLN17.2 Bn, only a range between
PLN3.8 Bn and PLN8.0 Bn will be co-funded by the EU funds. In
this context, it seems key for policy makers to primarily promote
private funding and use EU aids only in cases where it proven that no
commercial business case is possible.
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Wise usage of EU funds
We recommend that policy makers ensure that EU State Aids do
not undermine privately financed investments already made or
planed in the years to come. State aids should only be proposed
in areas where it is clear that no private funds based business
model is possible. Aids in areas where commercial solutions can
be developed constitute a threat for future private investments in
networks and a waist of public funds.

Over a fifth of the companies in our survey have seen a reduction in
business due to online competition. Most of that competition has been
from other Polish businesses.
Nevertheless, the companies we surveyed are beginning to see some
important, tangible benefits from their use of digital technologies, and
not just in terms of sales and competition. We asked companies to rate
their current performance in relation to the use of digital technology
across a range of departments.

Figure 25: Impact of Digital Competition on Business
These are important issues for Poland’s businesses, not least because
they are already experiencing competitive pressures due to online
trends and competing technologies. The importance of pro-investment
framework cannot be emphasised enough at this crucial stage in the
take-off of Poland’s digital economy.
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International

Don’t know

Both
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N

Efficient regulation maximizing private sector’s
investments in networks and ICT
We recommend that policy makers prioritize infrastructure
investments based on commercial business models. Regulatory
frameworks should be developed in such a way to maximize the
areas where commercial investments are profitable. In cooperation
with market players already investing in infrastructure, policy
makers should define frameworks based on predictability and on
the support of players whose business models are proven to be
based on investments in NGN/NGA infrastructure.

21%

Business
Shrinking
Due to Online
Competition

Base: All Polish companies - 201

73%

21%

Source of
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74%

The chart tells us that many companies rate their use of digital to
deliver customer service to be quite high (37% scoring themselves 7 or
more out of 10). Although more than a quarter score themselves quite
low in this regard. But even for the best performing businesses there
is room for improvement. For example, the majority give themselves a
low score when it comes to the training and development of staff:

Competing for Growth
The findings from our business survey, together with those from our
consumer survey, show us that there are real opportunities for Poland
to develop a strong internet economy that will deliver exports, jobs and
overall growth in the years ahead. Polish consumers are enthusiastic
about the impact of digital technology on their lives and their job
prospects. Likewise Polish businesses are confident about their ability
to embrace the benefits of digital technology.
The danger, however, is that public policy in relation to digital
technologies will lag what is happening in other countries. Poland
needs to close key gaps in terms of digital infrastructure through
investment. But investment will only come when companies – Polish
and foreign – are confident that they will generate a fair return on their
expenditure.
This in turn requires that policy makers in Poland factor in the global
realities facing Polish entrepreneurs and digital businesses. Businesses
need to achieve scale quickly if they are to compete globally, but scale
can be perceived as ‘anti-competitive’ in a narrowly national market
context. The challenge for competition law will be to ensure the right
balance between protecting Polish consumers, while enabling Polish
businesses to acquire the scale to compete with much larger and
better resourced foreign competitors.
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Figure 26: Current Adoption of Digital Technologies to meet business needs
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While it is not the task of government to ‘pick winners’ in terms
of preferred technologies, it is vital that a level playing field exists
for those seeking to compete through different technologies and
networks (including cable, broadband and over-the-top services).
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In the next section we take a look at what needs to happen to secure
the digital future for Poland.
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Comment
The basic phenomena taking place on
the contemporary market of electronic
communication is the loss of its local and
national character and the obliteration of up
to date divisions into product segments. The
latest proposal of the European Commission
concerning a unified market may be a remedy
for the ability of global players to impose game
rules on Europe and strengthen the competitive edge of continental
players to further expand and compete for the benefit of end
users. The EC would also like to support consolidation understood
as achieving scale and scope for continental telecommunication
businesses to carry the investment burden in high speed internet
networks and to integrate telecommunication activities with the
production of competitive content.
While supporting the goals of the EC, it should be stressed that it will
be difficult for the Commission to select appropriate tools taking into
account the regulatory model which up to date has been functioning
as part of the European framework. This model promoted expensive
investments in local loops and at the same time, using administrative
tools, slowed down consolidation of national players necessary to
conduct such costly investments. The recommendation from the
Report on the need to “(…) develop a balanced approach to both
ensure competition and secure local innovative companies” takes
an especially important meaning in this context. The up to date
regulatory Policy focused on ensuring conditions for the functioning
of small and medium businesses established in the 90s and in early
21st century, which resulted in widely available and cheap offers for
end users, however due to pro-competitive protectionism, withheld
consolidation processes for a substantial period of time. What
is more, the up to date concentration policy (reluctant towards
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consolidation and creation of strong national players using various
technical platforms or de facto competing on the same product
markets) did not allow for the full development of strong national
markets able to compete with global players and, at the same time,
ensuring consumers competitive offers. Additionally, the opportunity
of EU support for infrastructural investments was used with a delay
and will most probably not meet hopes because of the allotment of
these funds to public administration which later transferred them,
not always in the optimal way, to businesses. In this context, another
recommendation of the Report for decision makers to prioritize
infrastructure investments based on commercial business models
and use state aids only in areas where it is clear that no private
funds based business model is possible in connection with the
2014-2020 budget perspective, points to an important principle of
using state aid without negatively impacting the free market and
wasting public funds. Instead of state institutions focusing on the
distribution of aid, they should be encouraged to eliminate existing
numerous legal and administrative barriers and, in accordance with
the Report’s recommendations, investments in infrastructure based
on commercial business models should become a priority for state
administration. The regulatory system should support investors in a
balanced way, taking into account the following principles: avoiding
overbuilding of the basic, physical infrastructure, driving interest
among operators in NGN investments, independent of the technology,
ensuring reasonable access to so-called bottle necks, guaranteeing
regulatory means driving competition in services in areas or during
lack of alternative offers. The Report rightly reminds that “it is
not the task of government to ‘pick winners’ in terms of preferred
technologies, it is vital that a level playing field exists for those seeking
to compete through different technologies and networks (including
cable, broadband and over-the-top services)”.

This applies to the whole public administration environment with
which telecommunication operators cooperate. Only then will
advanced services reach ‘white areas’ and all interested customers,
without the threat of re-monopolizing the market.

Anna Streżyńska
Center for Regulatory Studies
Chairperson of the Office for Electronic Communication (NRA)
in the years 2006-2012

Get Ready
Polish internet users are a modest lot. Asked in our survey to rate
their knowledge of digital technology on a scale of 1-10, just 32%
gave themselves a high score (8-10 out of 10). In contrast, a previous
Liberty Global/UPC survey in Ireland – part of a pan-European research
programme – found that 47% of Irish internet users gave themselves
a high score – despite the fact that consumer use of the internet in
Poland and Ireland are in fact very similar!

Figure 27: Consumer Knowledge of Digital Technology
Perceived Benefits
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78%
People in Poland over the age of 50
are not online

As in Ireland, more people rate the benefits of digital technology more
highly than they rate their own knowledge as high. Here again, Irish
internet users were much more positive about technology: with 67%
rating its impact as high versus 45% of Polish internet users. In both
countries, younger people are more likely to rate both their knowledge
and the benefits highly than older people; and men rate themselves
more highly than women.
However, some 10 million out of 13 million people in Poland over the
age of 50 are not online (78%). This is recognised as a major issue
also across Europe. Firstly, older consumers are denied the benefits
of cheaper prices and better services because they are not online.
Secondly, Polish businesses are denied the opportunity to sell online
to older consumers, who increasingly have a higher share of national
income and wealth than under 25s as Poland’s economy converges
with the norm in western Europe.
Aside from all the educational work that has to be done with the
50+, it is also true that there is a generational shift taking place in
Poland as the up-and-coming generation of ‘digital natives’ bring their
confidence and competence to bear on their jobs, on business and
on their family lives. We should not lose sight of the fact that we are
still only at the early stages of an extraordinary economic and social
transformation driven by digital technologies. The changes that we
have witnessed so far – as consumers and employees – are only the
beginning. The next 5-10 years will bring about even greater changes –
unleashing new opportunities for growth and development.
All this assumes that Polish employers and entrepreneurs will be just
as enthusiastic about the future potential of digital technology. Our
survey confirms that they are.
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Education to increase the digital inclusion of
internet users
We recommend that policy makers, in cooperation with market
players and NGOs, continue developing all kinds of initiatives to
educate the usage of digital devices to the population (especially the
50+). The ability of using digital tools is indeed the third pillar need to
realize the digital potential among the population, together with the
access to the internet and the availability of local content.

Building on Success
We saw in the last section that Poland’s businesses are already
embracing the potential of digital technology to deliver higher
productivity and to respond to increased competitive pressures.
A growing number of businesses are ready for the digital future, and
some are pioneering new, innovative ways to exploit the full potential
of new technology-based services and products.
The good news is that Polish business owners and managers are
optimistic about the future. Three quarters rate the growth prospects
for their firms to be good or very good. Moreover, nearly half plan to
recruit more staff over the next two years, a sure sign that they believe
that they will deliver growth. From this perspective, digital inclusion
is becoming a predominant factor with 55% stating that IT skills are
important or key in their recruitment process:
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Figure 28: Business Growth Prospects and Recruitment Plans
Growth Prospects
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Base: All Polish companies - 201

Polish businesses realize how the Internet is important for their
development growth as 74% of Polish Companies expect extra revenue
growth through the ‘right’ online strategy. And this is especially true
for SME’s as the highest revenue growth thanks to digital solutions
are expected in companies employing between 2 and 9 people (+24%
revenue growth expected).
Another benefit comes in the form of increasing export opportunities.
Although 60% of businesses in our survey expect growth to come
from the domestic market (see chart), 39% expect to grow their sales
to customers outside of Poland.
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Nor is it simply the largest companies who expect to grow exports
using digital technology – a large minority of SMEs in our survey
expect to grow sales to foreign customers. This reminds us that digital
technology can break down barriers to entry for all types of firms,
providing a level playing field that increases opportunities for startups and micro-enterprises – not just large multi-national corporations.
Hal Varian forged a term ‘micro-multinationals’ to describe small,
innovative companies expanding on global markets basing on the
digital utilities powered by the Internet1.

Coalition towards the Digital inclusion of the 50+ generation
„M@turity in the Net”
More than 9 million Poles aged over 50 are digitally excluded. The
Coalition “M@turity in the Net” was established in March 2010 from
the initiative of UPC Poland and The Academy for the Development
of Philanthropy in Poland. Its establishment originated, among others,
from experiences achieved during the “UPC e-Senior Academy”
social program as part of which close to 10 thousand 50+ people
gained computer and internet skills. The Coalition regularly conducts
research projects, organizes conferences. Its members take active
part in such projects as “Internet Week” or the Grand Coalition
towards Digital Skills. Research shows that people who gained
computer and internet skills past the age of 50 declare that the
quality of their lives improved.

Metler, A. D. Williams, The Rise of the Micro-Multinational: How Freelancers and
Technology-Savvy Start-Ups Are Driving Growth, Jobs and Innovation, 2011.

1

New Wave of Competition
More and more Polish companies have successfully seized the
opportunity and capitalized on both access to infrastructure and
intellectual potential which allowed them to transform from local to
global, effectively transforming the Polish economy and its image.
Some of them can be depicted as pioneers of Polish innovation, some
– heralding the future global competition.
To name but one such pioneer, Asseco Poland is the biggest software
house in Poland, operating as a federation of companies engaged in
information technology. Asseco offers comprehensive IT solutions
for all sectors of the economy, e.g. financial, utility, media and
telecommunication. This puts the Asseco Group among the top ten
software vendors in Europe. The company operates not only in Europe,
but also in USA, Japan, Canada and Israel.
Another Polish pioneer, although smaller than Asseco, is Comarch
– a developer and vendor, which delivers services for all sectors of
the economy. Comarch has successfully extended its customer base
beyond Poland to a growing number of European countries.
Poland’s digital pioneers are also found in the entertainment industry.
Several Polish game designers are in the top tier of industry players,
including developers such as CD Projekt RED – creator of The Witcher
– and Techland – which created Dead Island, not to mention smaller,
yet operating on the global market and equally successful developers
such as City Interactive, Vivid Games or 11 bit studios amongst the few..
Digital entertainment is also an area of activities for such companies
like Platige Image, animation and special effects house, that since 15
years have been contributing with major Hollywood producers on the
most technically sophisticated projects and films. Creative team from
Poland, operates as the Game Technologies, have created unique

board game controller called DICE+, which is modern version of the
familiar dice, designed to interact with tablet or other smar devices
over Bluetooth, bringing board games into digital ages.
Alongside large, mature players there are also many Polish start-ups
eager to take on the global market. Some have developed their own
unique technology, e.g.: IVONA Software – co-founded by two Polish
engineers and entrepreneurs Łukasz Osowski and Michał Kaszczuk .
This company delivers world-class technologies that power “Text-toSpeech” products and services for developers and customers around
the world, and was acquired by Amazon this year.
Software is a natural field of innovation for many Polish companies.
Inteliwise, which was one of the first Silicon Valley based Polish startup has successfully developed services such as virtual agents, working
with US clients such as Comcast. In the wake of it has come second
wave of polish start-ups able to compete on global market – the most
recent example is Estimote, founded by Polish engineer JakubKrzych,
which is a tool for helping retail spaces interact with customers, and
has been chosen for Best Hardware Startup at TechCrunch Disrupt
SF 2013. In addition to this example, one can mention also UXPin,
polish company started-off in 2011, which have designed a tool for
UX designers allowing them to simply turn theirs vision of website
into reality, and last year company attracted investor from Sillicon
Valley in the form of Andreessen Horowitz, which is one the most
important investment fund in SV that have successfully invested so
far in such companies like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Skype.
Another example can be iTraff Technology, started in 2010, that works
on photo recognition technology and its implementations for web and
mobile applications, allowing also object recognition and 3D objects
recognition.
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On the medical field, there are active polish innovative companies,
like Medicalgorihmics, that have developed the ultimate, non-invasive
mobile ECG and arrhythmia diagnostic technology, called PocketECG,
which is used by hundreds of healthcare institutions in the United
States, European Union, Asia and Middle East, monitoring thousand of
patients. Also on the medical and well-being field, there are companies
like Zizz, which invented intelligent sleeping mask which allows you to
customize your sleeping habits, helping sleep more effectively in less
time.
Furthermore, there is growing number of Polish start-ups and
companies in the e-commerce space. Audioteka, founded by young
entrepreneur Marcin Beme, is an online service offering audiobooks.
Audioteka started off in 2008 as a local Polish company and since
then its founder has started its service in markets such as France and
Spain. Now, with €1m revenues in 2012, the company is preparing to
launch in Sweden, Finland, Hungary and Lithuania, Brazil and Turkey.
Another example is Brand24 which monitor brands in social media.
It started off in 2010 and within two years its founders managed to
expand abroad, by launching services in the USA and India. Brand-new,
but growing fast with global potential, is Showroom, online trading
platform for fashion designers.
These are just a few examples of the potential for digital businesses to
grow Poland’s economy and trade in digital services and products.

Allegro Case Study
The success of Allegro proves that sufficient scale is essential to
expand business operations. Allegro – an online auction hosting
portal was formed in 1999 and was subsequently purchased by
online auction site QXL Ricardo plc in 2000. Immensely popular in
Poland, Allegro operates 75 web services in 17 states and is ranked
195th among the world’s most used online websites by Alexa
Internet (The 500 Global Sites, 2012). Allegro now claims to have
15,5 million registered users and around 700 000 companies is
using platform to sale their products.

Working with Government
There is no doubt that digital technology will play a key part in Poland’s
future. The chart shows that 8 in 10 business owners and managers
consider further digitization to be key to Poland’s economic prospects.
Half think that further digitization will be key to their own business
development, and a quarter think it will drive job creation. Finally,
a quarter of all the businesses in our survey consider digitization to be
key to their plans to grow exports in the future.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N
Figure 30: Business Perceptions of Importance of Digitization
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Fiscal incentives to promote digitization of local/
small businesses
Together with education, we recommend that policy makers support
the digitization of Polish SME by implementing a system of fiscal
incentives helping small players to implement innovative tools and
increase competitiveness. Such initiative can be compared with the
ecologic fiscal incentives developed in many EU Countries and allow
policy makers to use the fiscal system as leverage of economic growth
of local businesses.
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Poland’s businesses are willing and able to do their part to secure
Poland’s economic future. However, the business people we spoke
to in our survey also believe that government can play a part in
securing the future too. Nearly 6 in 10 businesses would like to see
tax incentives introduced to encourage investment in digital capacity.
Even the education system should play a role in developing digital skills
in the population.

Base: All Polish companies - 201
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on the Digital identity
The Partnership established in October 2013 by the Ministry for
Administration and Digitalization and UPC Poland is an answer to
new civilization challenges – the development of data-based digital
economy. Knowledge of the major part of internet users on data
left behind in internet and rights related to their protection is not
common. The goal of the Partnership is to conduct educational
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Figure 31: Business Preferences for Digital Interventions
to Boost Growth

activities, promote good practices and increase awareness among
internet users on managing the Digital Identity. To meet these
challenges, founders invited many institutions, businesses and NGOs
to the Partnership.
There are also partnership opportunities for technology specialists to
work with Polish businesses to develop skills, new products and sales
opportunities outside of Poland. When it comes to the factors that can
speed up digitization in Poland, reducing regulation and greater public
sector support for digital technology are among the key suggestions
from Polish businesses, reflecting the findings of the World Economic
Forum that Poland’s public sector has further to go in catching up with
world class digital practices than Poland’s private sector2:
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We recommend that policy makers and public administration
(including NRA, Ministry of Digitization, Competition Council, Ministry
of Economy) coordinate among each other and develop a holistic
strategy positive for investments. Each administration’s objectives
should not be in opposition with each other but rather oriented
towards a predefined and common strategy focusing on innovation
and digitization of the economy.
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Figure 32: Factors that Can Speed Up Digitization in Poland

A different kind of future is emerging for Poland. The impact of digital
technology means that Poland can ‘leap frog’ some of the traditional stages
in economic development thanks to the levelling effect of technology. Nor
are the benefits confined to the economy: Poland can also look forward to
a ‘levelling up’ of living standards and quality of life throughout the country
as consumers, employees and family members embrace the full potential
of the digital future.

Global Competitiveness Index 2013-14: http://www.weforum.org/issues/global-competitiveness
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Towards a Digital Future

Europe is on a journey towards the digital future and Poland plans to
be at the forefront of progress. As we saw in the introduction, Poland
performs well on some indicators in comparison with other OECD and
EU countries. But it is vital that Poland reaches the EU’s Digital Agenda
targets for 2020. By achieving – and even surpassing – these goals,
there is a real opportunity for Poland to secure a higher standard of
living and lower level of unemployment than will be the case if we lag
behind.
Clearly, digital technology will play a key role in securing economic
growth, improving productivity in our businesses and the creation
of new jobs in Poland. But we cannot take such gains for granted.
As noted in this report, Polish consumers are switching and as a
consequence, the share of online spend is growing. Polish businesses
can potentially benefit from this trend, but this is not guaranteed.
Our report, nevertheless, shows a high degree of optimism among
Polish businesses, fuelled by the operational and revenue generating
benefits of digital technology.
This report has captured Poland’s digital economy and society at
a vitally important moment. Polish consumers and businesses have
embraced digital technologies and services and benefited enormously
already. But we have some way to go before we realise the true
potential of digital technology. We have much to gain from the digital
future in terms of higher standards of living, a better quality of life,
improved consumer welfare, greater business productivity and lower
unemployment. This report has shown the road ahead to the digital
future: together we must take the next steps.
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Summary of Recommendations
Finally, we wish to provide policy makers and market players with key
recommendations arising from this unique and timely study. We set
out our recommendations under three headings, addressing firstly
those relating to the economy, secondly to business and finally to
consumers:

Macro perspective
Coordinated and unified pro-digitization strategy
of all public administrations
We recommend that policy makers and public administration
(including NRA, Ministry of Digitization, Competition Council, Ministry
of Economy) coordinate among each other and develop a holistic
strategy positive for investments. Each administration’s objectives
should not be in opposition with each other but rather oriented
towards a predefined and common strategy focusing on innovation
and digitization of the economy.
Efficient regulation maximizing private sector’s
investments in networks and ICT
We recommend that policy makers prioritize infrastructure
investments based on commercial business models. Regulatory
frameworks should be developed in such a way to maximize the
areas where commercial investments are profitable. In cooperation
with market players already investing in infrastructure, policy
makers should define frameworks based on predictability and on the
support of players whose business models are proven to be based on
investments in NGN/NGA infrastructure.
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Promotion of an effective technological mix
To maximize the NGN/NGA broadband coverage, we recommend
that policy makers do not focus on one particular technology but
promote different technologies in function of their cost efficiency in
the different geographical areas. Whereas FTTH or docsis 3.0 may be
the solution in some areas, LTE or even Satellite should be developed
in less densely populated areas. A wise usage and promotion of all the
technologies available on the market is the only way to reach the EU
Digital agenda objectives.
Wise usage of EU funds
We recommend that policy makers ensure that EU State Aids do not
undermine privately financed investments already made or planed in
the years to come. State aids should only be proposed in areas where
it is clear that no private funds based business model is possible. Aids
in areas where commercial solutions can be developed constitute
a threat for future private investments in networks and a waist of
public funds.

Micro perspective
New competition policy allowing local players for scale to
face global competition and develop valuable, innovative local
content and services
We recommend that policy makers define a new approach toward
competition allowing local players to grow and reach the needed
scale to face global competition and ensure innovative solutions to
its end-users. Policy makers should also acknowledge the constantly
growing competition between actors from historically different sectors
who today offer increasingly substitutable products in the internet
and media value chain while facing growing investment needs. For
these reasons, economies of scale and consolidations become key to
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develop local content, further invest in infrastructure and efficiently
compete with global players. We recommend that policy makers
develop a balanced approach to both ensure competition and secure
local innovative companies.

Education to increase digital inclusion of polish SME businesses
Aside the different initiatives already existing to educate the
population, we recommend that policymakers, in cooperation with
market players, develop initiatives to educate Polish SME about the
potential of digital solutions for their businesses. Very small businesses
often do not have the needed knowhow to build on innovative digital
tools. Small businesses should therefore be guided and educated
about the potential digital solutions to increase competitiveness and
ensure their growth.

Fiscal incentives to promote digitization of local/small
businesses
Together with education, we recommend that policy makers support
the digitization of Polish SME by implementing a system of fiscal
incentives helping small players to implement innovative tools and
increase competitiveness. Such initiative can be compared with the
ecologic fiscal incentives developed in many EU Countries and allow
policy makers to use the fiscal system as leverage of economic growth
of local businesses.

policy makers, market players and NGO’s should develop a win-win
approach towards private data based on transparency and end users’
education.

Digitization as a key tool for new modern social models
(work-life balance, population growth, flexible employment,
rural inclusion)
We recommend that policy makers use the digital potential to
modernize the social model and increase the social welfare. Policy
makers should promote digital tools as an enabler of flexibility in the
companies. Giving positive perspectives in terms of work-life balance,
the digital potential should be an essential part of key long-term
sustainable policies such as population growth and rural inclusion.
Education to increase the digital inclusion of internet users
We recommend that policy makers, in cooperation with market players
and NGOs, continue developing all kinds of initiatives to educate the
usage of digital devices to the population (especially the 50+). The
ability of using digital tools is indeed the third pillar need to realize the
digital potential among the population, together with the access to the
internet and the availability of local content.

Consumer perspective
Balanced data privacy framework focusing on education of
internet users
We recommend that policy makers ensure a balanced data privacy
framework based on trust to both secure privacy for consumers and
enable to realize the economic potential of the “big data”. To do so,
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Appendix: Survey Methodologies
UPC commissioned Amárach Research to carry out two, parallel
surveys in July 2013: the first was an online survey comprising 1,000
adults aged 16 and over, representative of Poland’s internet population;
and the second comprised a telephone survey of 201 IT decisionmakers in Polish SMEs and larger corporations, with quotas to ensure
a cross-section of companies by size.
The profile of the two samples is as follows:

Consumer Sample

Business Sample

Sex

Age

Less than 29
Male

48%
30-39

Female

18%

40-49

16%

50-59

19%

52%
60+

Base: All Polish Internet Users - 1,000
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23%

Region

North

10%

North-east

7%

Central

14%

Middle
Middle-east

7%
6%

Zachodni

14%

West

10%

South-east

17%

South

15%

Job status

No of Employees

250+
Full/part time

Ownership

25%
Poland

56%
100-249

Customer
type

Revenue
generated in

25%
Polish

Retired

21%

10-49

25%

Self-employed
Homeowner
Student
Unemployed/refused

6%
6%
5%
6%

2-10

25%
Foreign

45%

Both

33%

Consumers

22%

85%

92%

8%

Other
businesses

Both

11%

Outside Poland

4%

Base: All Polish companies - 201
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Amárach specialises in analysing the social, economic and commercial impact of digital technology and other trends on business.
Amárach works with clients in the telecoms, financial, retail and food sectors among others. We provide both primary research
(surveys/focus groups) and secondary research (data modelling and sales forecasting) services, mostly to clients in the European Union.

Deloitte provides consulting, audit, tax and finance services to customers from the public and private sectors operating across all industries.
Thanks to the presence in 150 countries and close to 700 cities, Deloitte offers customers services based on world class skills, experience
and knowledge combined with expertise on local markets.

UPC Polska is the leader in digital cable services: television, broadband Internet and telephony for the private and B2B market. We connect
people to the digital world and enable them to discover and experience its endless possibilities. We set market trends by implementing the best,
world leading technologies. At the end of the second quarter 2013 UPC Polska had 1 434 500 customers, including 823 000 interactive digital
television, 372 200 analogue television, 888 400 broadband internet and 505 500 telephony. There are more than 2.5 million households within
the reach of UPC’s next generation broadband networks in the DOCSIS 3.0 standard in more than 100 cities in Poland. UPC Polska is part of
Liberty Global, Inc. (NASDAQ: LBTYA, LBTYB, LBTYK). More information on: www.upc.pl
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